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What's in your sample?
- Metabarcoding allows to identify 
species from complex DNA mixtures

- not dependent on taxonomy expertise

https://sciencetrends.com/butterfly-cocoon-stages-life-cycle-butterfly/
[Image credits: Sónia Ferreira and João Nunes]

https://sciencetrends.com/butterfly-cocoon-stages-life-cycle-butterfly/


Sample types

Many different sources!

-Faeces / gastrointestinal tract 
contents

-Animal tissues/parts (bone, 
hair, skin, feathers, blood,...)

-Bulks (e.g. invertebrates), 
museum specimens

-Waters / sludges

-Whatever you can think of...

-Soils / sediments

[image credits: Bastian Egeter, Joana Paupério, Sónia Ferreira, Pedro Pires, Joana Veríssimo, Filipa Martins]

POO



Metabarcoding
Species identification based on DNA sequence markers

Relies on the existence of 
different DNA barcodes 

per species!

DNA barcodes not equally 
available for all taxa

InBIO barcode initiative:
>7k specimens, >6k identified to 
species level
>2500 species, > 240 families

[Sequences image: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fsigen.2013.12.007]

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fsigen.2013.12.007


A common marker source: mitochondria
[Sources: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitochondrial_DNA; Medical Cell Biology, Chapter 4, Figure 4–34, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/C2009-0-00212-8]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitochondrial_DNA
https://doi.org/10.1016/C2009-0-00212-8


Markers and their applications

Marker choice 
depends on 

target taxa → 
different taxa 

recovery

[Pavan-Kumar et al., J Cell 
Sci Molecul Biol., 2015]
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Markers and their applications

Multiple markers provide 
better resolution!

[Pavan-Kumar et al., J Cell 
Sci Molecul Biol., 2015]



Many different technical variants → impact on results!
-Sample collection, storage, transport, lab processing, sequencing platform, ...

Protocols matter



Sequencing technologies

-Different sequencing 
chemistries 

-different throughput

-different suitability

*adapted from [Pavan-Kumar et 
al., J Cell Sci Molecul Biol., 2015]

Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies (MinIon)

bps-kbs millions <=30Gb (DNA) <= 48h per flow cell



Sequencing technologies matter



From thousands/millions of sequences to taxonomic ID

Metabarcoding data processing

Raw reads

Clustering &/or
TaxID

Filtering steps

Species 
identification



Many available processing pipelines

...
...but no "gold" standard for processing



Some possible pipelines
MBC 

v1
step1 Error correction spades none

step2 Pairwise alignment obitools vsearch pear

step3 Pre-filter (q-score) obitools
vsearch + 
cutadapt

none

step4 dereplication obitools vsearch

step5 Attribute filter obitools vsearch none

step6 clustering obitools sumaclust vsearch swarm none

step7 Db search (tax id) blastn bowtie2

step8 Taxa table
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Incompatible combination of tools
MBC 

v1
step1 Error correction spades none

step2 Pairwise alignment obitools vsearch pear

step3 Pre-filter (q-score) obitools
vsearch + 
cutadapt

none

step4 dereplication obitools vsearch

step5 Attribute filter obitools vsearch none

step6 clustering obitools sumaclust vsearch swarm none

step7 Db search (tax id) blastn bowtie2

step8 Taxa table
Needs “merged_sample” 

field from obitools 
processing



MBC benchmarking 

● Which pipeline to use?
○ Real data and mock samples (known ground truth)
○ Comparing different pipelines

■ Computational resources: memory/cpu time
■ Consistency (are results similar)
■ Accuracy

➢ Pipelines have very different computational requirements
➢ Consistency/Accuracy varies 



-main purpose: facilitate the choice of a pipeline / set of pipelines for 
analyzing bigger dataset; compare pipelines; understand if experiment 
worked as expected; ...

MBC report

-mbc: 5 main pipelines - obitools, sumaclust, vsearch, swarm, noclust

-mbc report: Rmarkdown / html file - plots summarizing stats per processing 
step and pipeline

-automated generation by the end of a processing run



Sequence stats
N=50

- number of reads per 
step / pipeline / sample



Sequence identification stats
N=50

- number of "identified", 
"ambiguous" and 
"unidentified" sequences 
per pipeline (and sample)

- 3 pipelines with much 
less "identified" 
sequences



Pipeline agreement on detected taxa

- Number of shared taxa 
detected per pipeline

-quick way to check 
pipeline agreement

-check whether 1 / some 
pipelines working much 
better / worse than 
others



Detection success | presence /absence

- Known sample composition (ref/mock) → TP, 
FP, FN
- Unknown composition → similar taxa 
appearance per sample? → taxa 
presence/absence heatmap

-invasive species alert, ...



Detection accuracy



Correlation among 
samples:
-presence/absence 
(upper triangle)
-number of reads (lower 
triangle)

For higher number of 
samples → boxplots

Sample correlation



N=50

Total time & memory usage

- General overview of time & 
memory resources used by 
each pipeline



Detailed time usage
N=50

- time each pipeline took per 
step



Detailed memory usage
N=50

- memory each pipeline took 
per step



MBC pipeline

➢ Easy, flexible and reproducible data processing

➢ Toolbox connecting "all" steps of metabarcoding data processing

➢ Efficient computing

➢ Automated generation of a summary report for easy data inspection

➢ Possibility of adding processing tools

➢ Will be publicly available on GitHub



Metabarcoding
Different biological questions!

-Biomonitoring, biodiversity assessment,...

Several DNA markers!
-COI, 12S, 16S, 18S, ITS, chloroplast, ...

Several sequencing technologies!
-Illumina, IonTorrent, PacBio, Nanopore, ...

Many processing tools!
-obitools, v/usearch, qiime, mothur, dada2, sumaclust,...

Lack of standards!
-technical procedures, metadata, ...

Reference database paucity!
-Uneven taxa presence in databases, DNA barcodes unavailable for many taxa



Questions?

Team


